Jamiu Olanrewaju (9th July, 1981)
A Glowing Decision In The Garden Of Confusion

A Professor of resolution who is to chair the party of problems was trapped in the traffic of confusion, however, he was able to send his decision through Mr Ignorance who served as his representative, but the problem did not have any hint towards its solution.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
A Mistake In Marriage

The greatest mistake a man would make in life is to get married to a wife of deplorable attitude. This is because marriage is an institution without graduation and no any form of academic model has been formulated to formalize issues involved in a marriage; many couple often carry over the deemed courses of misunderstanding involved in the various departments(homes). Even a professor in an academy as well as other luminaries in all works of life could not model and solve the issues involved in a marriage.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Best Legacy

BY GOD'S GRACE! My best is yet to come; the next will not be the rest; the rest will continue to be the next; time might justify my best, but my best will outlive the time.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Costume Of Forgetfulness

What a pity! Many are in danger of becoming history before their time. They are undermining the rigidity of the hand that rock their cradle; they have forgotten their place in history and time; they are fast wearing the costume of forgetfulness; they are running the race of life on the track of destruction; they are blindfolded by the hallucinations of western civilization; their ancestral trends is alarming the sound of sorrow; they neglected their aged parents and circumstances are about to make them live in the world of doom.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Curiosity Of Extra Ordinary Reasonings

?If you are too inquisitive to place a question mark at the point where God put a full-stop, you will definitely get your answer from the Devil.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Death And Its Hosts

Hmmmm! It is designed to walk in their shadow; it is their destiny; It spreads its tentacles round the four cardinal points of their world; For every elapsed second in their dimension, its tentacles catch millions of them; for every step they take, it covers an equal distance with them; it walks, dines, baths, sings, dances, prays and do other sorts of thing with them, but many of them think is far from them. ITS NAME IS SIMPLY DEATH

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Decision And Determination

Well, a FARMER might be able to sweep and cultivate his Arable land for the planting of COCOA; a TRADER might be able to increase its price in the market owning to its high demand, however for it to germinate and ripe lie in the hand of the IS IS WHY I SAY YOU DECIDE WHAT YOU WILL BECOME IN LIFE, BUT GOD DETERMINES IT

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Destiny

All I know is that whichever way you decide to toss the coin of your life, DESTINY and CIRCUMSTANCES will continually conspire to judge the probability of your ACTIONS.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Destiny And Freewill

There is no need for Conflict at the Bus-Stop of life, if you don't believe in the Vehicle of destiny to take you to your Successful Destination, then embark the flight of Free-Will to your Colourful Destination. But have the belief that mind might be able to predict the next move of a man; however, the legs which will do the movement will not know where and when it would have its final footprints. Besides, the last statement of Albert Einstein was that 'God does not play Dice'.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
End Time

What a pity! The sanctuary of hope of the humanity is becoming the sanctuary of hopelessness as the Devil changed his deceitful network from the Local Area Network (LAN) to Wide Area Network (WAN) in order to meet the worldly demand of the hosts on his network; the Salvation Army who is to rescue the people of weak faith held hostage in the world of temptation, are themselves blindfolded and trapped by the hallucinations of western civilization due to their carnivorous appetite for worldly comforts which are all illusions on the Devil's network.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Extraordinary Questions

For a man to place a question mark at the point where God put a full stop, he must be a able to proffer cleared answers to these basic questions first: ‘Where were you when your father and mother have not known each other? ’ ‘Where were you when both of them were not yet born? ’ ‘Can you actually think without making use of a language? ’ ‘Where were you when there was no TIME and HISTORY? ’

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Food For Thought

Fools! They continue to trample the words of God with the feet of ignorance; they turn the house of lord to the house of social activities, they continually water the Tree of prosperity, but never care about the dying Tree of salvation; they continue throwing morality into the wind, but continuously ventilating their hearts with self-centeredness; they make wickedness their daily under-wear; yet they are praying for the hasty return of Christ.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Fools And The Vanity

Fools! They were all running after the wind of ambiguous fortunes and prosperity on the track of death; they became very tired and started panting at the Junction of Covetousness; their insatiable active mind gingered their heart desires and they continued their endless Journey of satisfaction, however, they had the opportunity of meeting Mr scripture who admonished them that chasing the wind is absolute VANITY, but they trampled his admonition with the feet of desires; they continued their Journey until the door of no return is opened by death, and the wind together with the fools eventually entered into a strange dimension. The door was later shut and locked by Death and Time respectively.

Afterwards, a disembodied voice in its sonorous tone says: 'Oh you gush of wind, why did you steal fortunes and prosperity from the dimension of Man? '

• He replied: ‘My creator, the world of man is full of evil, all their achievements as well as prosperity were acquired through dubious means, they continually trading their salvation for comforts and positions. I then decided to rub them of their ill-gotten wealth so that they could trace their path to your words and gain back their salvation.'

• The voice in its usual tone asked: 'Oh you mankind, where did you keep your salvation? Why did you all ignore the words of the Scripture? '

• They replied: ‘Oh! God, our thoughts of wisdom have manifested itself as a preconceived foolishness of destruction, we have nothing to say, but all we need is a second chance'.

• The voice: The uncompromising principles of this dimension are: ‘NO RETURN AND NO FORGIVENESS, besides, Death and Time who shut and locked the door respectively, have no second chance in their hearts; you might have hope in my mercy if and only If there is need for it, but Time which owns the key can never reverse itself and of course, death which shut door is anchored on the mountain of no return; I shall pass my Judgement soon'.

• The voice: 'Oh, you wind there is no any excuse for a subatomic particle of sin in my kingdom, and remember my standard cannot be compromised, but my Judgement is full of mercy. I am self sufficient and I judge with no partiality, soon, I will pass my judgement'.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
God's Provisions

I asked for Brilliance, he gave me Intelligence;
I asked for Knowledge, he gave me Wisdom;
I asked for happiness, he gave me Joy;
I asked for Success, he gave me Value;
I asked for Money, he gave Wealth;
I asked for Love, he gave me Adoration;
I asked for Fortunes, he gave me Prosperity;
I asked for Wife, he gave me Companion;
I asked for House, he gave me Home;
I asked for Breeze, he gave me Air;
I asked for Meal, he gave me Food;
I asked for Drink, he gave me Water;
I asked for Words, he gave me Ideas;
I asked for Thoughts, he gave me Decisions;
I asked for Facts, he showed me Truths;
I asked for Road, he showed me Path;
I asked for Rest, he gave me Peace;
I asked for the Moon, he gave me the Stars;
I asked for Salvation, he gave me Mercy;
I asked for Time, he gave me Eternity.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Gossips

Dulls! They conceive gossip, they become pregnant with hatred, their hatred give birth to their wickedness, their wickedness continue working in their shadow, they take it as their doom, and it eventually becomes their destiny.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Humility

His parents advised him not to jog with boot of pride on the field of life. He told them that it is a pair of self-esteem, but not a pair of arrogance. When he finished jogging round the field, he started panting at its centre, after much relaxation, he asked his parents for the ball they bought for him. Few minutes after his request, his parents came to the Balcony and threw the ball of HUMILITY to him. He was surprised and said that he demanded for a ball of self confidence, besides, we are rich, he added. His parents said to him, the ball of humility is durable, full of joy, and that is all you need for your personal training on the field of life. Out of anger, he raised the ball and kicked it against gravity. Few seconds afterwards, force of gravity push it back to him, and said he needs, but not the sky. He became absolutely infuriated and decided to kick the ball back to the sky, but gravity pull the ball away and he terribly hit the stone, and sustained a permanent injury. After much treatment, his leg began to decay and was amputated. Whenever he hears the word 'goal' from the enthusiastic football fans, he begin to lament: MY MOTHER WAS RIGHT; MY FATHER WAS NOT WRONG; FORCE OF SPIRITUAL GRAVITY (HEAVEN) WAS ALSO RIGHT'

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Lost Of Virginity

Hmmmmm! Frustrations brought an innocent girl out of the room of endurance; patience admonished her to embrace Faith and go back into the room; Temptation wiped away her tears and told her that Faith is nothing, but an infringement on the Imagination; Admonition of Temptation brought her into confusion; She consulted her mind; Her mind brought her the desire of happiness; Time came around and killed her sense of innocence; She eventually became a champion in the game of pleasure. CAN WE NOW BLAIM HER LOST OF VIRGINITY ON FRUSTRATION; TEMPTATION; TIME; or MIND?

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Misconceived Maturity

During the suckling period, breast-feeding period, he was facing his mother and joyously sucking her breast at an angle of elevation of 45-degree, but backing the world at a negligent angle of depression of infant-hood. Heaven was happy of the suckling event and taking note of each molecule of the breast milk for documentation in the book of time. After much elapsed time, he developed an innate thought of misconceived maturity and said that he has grown and need to venture into the world. Unfortunately, he was fascinated and hallucinated by over westernization of modern civilization which led him completely turned his back against the hands that rocked his cradle and faced the world at an angle of 90-degree. Heaven was sad of his parent's negligence and admonished him to retrace his footpaths back to the parental bond. However, all heavenly efforts to bring him back were proved abortive by his accustomed hallucination of the civilization. Out of anger, heaven ordered the unrelenting time to show him the difference between GROWING UP and GROWING OLD by making him to become a roaming radius in the circle of problems.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
My Best!

BY GOD'S GRACE! My best is yet to come; the next will not be the rest; the rest will continue to be the next; time might justify my best, but my best will outlive the time.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Perfect Fools

The force of attraction of homogenous falsehood brought them together; they began to operate behind the cloak of secrecy; they continued to bury the truth in the soil of falsehood; they fenced their farm of lie with the wall of wickedness. Sooner than later, the cloud of evidence began to rain its facts on the farm, and the truth germinated and stemmed out of the soil. Few days afterwards, the force of cause and effect compelled them to reap what they sowed; and the doom of their evil deeds eventually became their HARVEST..

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Perilous Time

What a perilous Time! Sin becloud the Sky of man, The Gush of Wind becomes the Hurricane of Wickedness; the Owls and other Ave family are rehearsing the song of sorrow; gossip and hatred are fast spreading round the four cardinal points of the world; Catastrophe, Disaster as well as Horrendous news becomes regular visitor of man's dimension; their awakened salvation continually falls back asleep; they continue to trample words of God with the feet of Ignorance; their light of love continuously radiating the heat of covetousness; they continue giving their Gospel to the Devil to circumcise; they continue throwing morality into the Wind; their Religions turned their Traditions, but the fear of their Creator becomes the particles of dirt swept under the Carpet of heart desire.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Pride Of The Lion

Yes, no matter the economy of the Jungle, Lion can never eat grass, however, Lion should know that it might be the king in the forest, but just a bullet from a hunter's gun can bring it down.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
In quest for Righteousness, a captain of knowledge is to sail a ship of Religion in the Sea of temptation; due to the time constraint, he stood on the pier and started hurrying the passengers, religious personalities as well as the prominent dignitaries of substandard moral uprightness to embark the ship. Few seconds to the beginning of the sail, salvation, mercy and scripture arrived accordingly; he allowed salvation to go on board, but neglected mercy and scripture at the sea shore. Afterwards, salvation asked him the reason for not allowing scripture and mercy to come on board. I know the scripture, and the quest is all about righteousness and you stand a better chance than the others, in fact you; salvation, prayer; praises as well as I would be the officers in charge of this ship. What about the crew, salvation asked. Among others, I have faith, prosperity, fortunes, happiness, miracles, testimonies, joyous melody and kindness as the crew, he replied.

Afterwards, scripture said to the Captain: you might be full of knowledge, but there is no way a reader of a book can know the contents of the book more than the Author as well as the book itself. Mercy: In spite of the spiritual consistency of Moses, a small hole almost sinks his great ship; I, mercy was the one sent down by the creator to rescue him. Despite their touching statements, he ignored them and said his Gospel team is complete.

On their arrival at the shore of righteousness, he heard a voice saying your righteousness is like a filthy Rag before me, it is my mercy that can qualify your salvation.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Reckoning

What a great reckoning in the dimension of time!
The force of spiritual gravity is now pulling the wicked towards the centre of justice.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Sardonic Disposition Of The Ave

Hmmmmmn! Time was ripe; lightening defined its supremacy in the Sky. Thunder became envious and stroked the Sky. The Sky shouted aloud and transferred its aggression to the innocent cloud. The storm cloud began to weep continuously. The continual noise of the sky as well as the down pore of tears from the innocent cloud led the Ave family into confusion. The Ave family thought of the occurrence as the end of their world. But the Aquatic family became very happy, saying that it is time for their festive period and the whole world shall be beneath their feet. The Aquatic continue to rejoice and somersault in their habitat. They started mocking the Ave, saying that it is their doom and they shall continue to nurse it forever. However, the coin of the events turned its tail to the head and the storm was over, the innocent cloud wiped its tears and began to smile. Sunshine with the favourable brightness came to the aid of the Ave and their lost happiness became a restored joy. They began to glorify their creator by hovering round the sky and the creator then gave them additional opportunity to continue hunting the proud Aquatic for food.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Sceret Between Time And Death

Since the very beginning of the beginning of the very beginning of the history, man has always been curious to know the top secret of the game of conspiracy between TIME and DEATH; however, the PURPOSE which has the detail of the game and ready to tell was blinded, dumbfounded and made deaf by his CREATOR.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Hmmmnnn! Time was ripe; lightning defined its supremacy in the Sky. Thunder became envious and stroked the Sky. The Sky shouted aloud and transferred its aggression to the innocent cloud. The storm cloud began to weep continuously. The continual noise of the sky as well as the down pore of tears from the innocent cloud led the Ave family into confusion. The Ave family thought of the occurrence as the end of their world. But the Aquatic family became very happy, saying that it is time for their festive period and the whole world shall be beneath their feet. The Aquatic continue to rejoice and somersault in their habitat. They started mocking the Ave, saying that it is their doom and they shall continue to nurse it forever. However, the coin of the events turned its tail to the head and the storm was over, the innocent cloud wiped its tears and began to smile. Sunshine with the favourable brightness came to the aid of the Ave and their lost happiness became a restored joy. They began to glorify their creator by hovering round the sky and the creator then gave them additional opportunity to continue hunting the proud Aquatic for food.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
The Lost Of Purpose Of The Fools

Fools! They were all running after the wind of ambiguous fortunes and prosperity on the track of death; they became very tired and started panting at the Junction of Covetousness; their insatiable active mind gingered their heart desires and they continued their endless Journey of satisfaction, however, they had the opportunity of meeting Mr scripture who admonished them that chasing the wind is absolute VANITY, but they trampled his admonition with the feet of desires; they continued their Journey until the door of no return is opened by death, and the wind together with the fools eventually entered into a strange dimension. The door was later shut and locked by Death and Time respectively.

Afterwards, a disembodied voice in its sonorous tone says: 'Oh you gush of wind, why did you steal fortunes and prosperities from the dimension of Man?'

The wind replied: 'My creator, the world of man is full of evil, all their achievements as well as prosperity were acquired through dubious means, they continually trading their salvations for comforts and positions. I then decided to rub them of their ill-gotten wealth so that they could trace their path to your words and gain back their salvations.'

The voice in its usual tone asked: 'Oh you mankind, where did you keep your salvation? Why did you all ignore the words of the Scripture?'

They replied: 'Oh! God, our thoughts of wisdom have manifested itself as a preconceived foolishness of destructions, we have nothing to say, but all we need is a second chance'.

The voice: The uncompromising principles of this dimension are: 'NO RETURN AND NO FORGIVENESS, besides, Death and Time who shut and locked the door respectively, have no second chance in their hearts; you might have hope in my mercy if and only If there is need for it, but Time which owns the key can never reverse itself and of course, death which shut door is anchored on the mountain of no return; I shall pass my Judgement soon'.

The voice: 'Oh, you wind there is no any excuse for a subatomic particle of sin in my kingdom, and remember my standard cannot be compromised, but my Judgement is full of mercy. I am self sufficient and I judge with no partiality, soon, I will pass my judgement'.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
The Most Expensive Time

The very last second of the perilous time is too expensive to be bought by the richest man in the world.
Its value is even worth more than the value of total cash in the custody of mankind.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
The Rich's Disposition

The fact that you are from a rich home does not mean the whole world should be beneath your feet like a football; moreover, DEATH, TIME as well as BREATHING AIR was equally served to the rich and the poor. You should redefine your deplorable philosophy of life where you see yourself as a king or Queen in your doomed world of fantasy, but someone else as a damn subject that you could remote like a flock of sheep. Mr money bury your sardonic disposition, otherwise circumstance would soon make you fall into bottomless pit of doom.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
The Three Religions

The Analogy: There are three methods of solving simultaneous equations; the first method is the graphical method (Traditional Religion) : the second method is the elimination method (Christianity) and third method is the substitution method (Islam) : why should there be a controversy among the mathematicians (mankind) when the teacher (God) is absolutely interested in the final answers (Deeds) only.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Vanity

Hmmm! Ignorance: thank God I cannot be completely wiped out of the world; Knowledge: Thank God I have almost covered the four cardinal points of the world; Wisdom: thank God I am the best aspiration of the world; Money: Now, I become the ultimate valuable Idol of the humanity; Time: thank God I will forever remain the absolute determinant factor of mankind; Death: Glory be to God, I will bring everything into Vanity.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
Wife Of Feigned Attitude

Well, her feminine features might be adorable, her smile might be charming, her voice might be sonorous, her body shape might be gorgeous, her beautiful skin might be spotless, she might even be religious, but only fear of God in her life as well as her moral uprightness can keep the Atmospheric joy of your home constant.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
World Of Dynamic Deeds

Hmmmmmmmn! In the world of deeds, those who are morally good are not religious; those who are religious are not God fearing; those who are God fearing cannot face temptation; those who can face temptation are not safe; those who are safe are not found; those who are found are not righteous; those who are righteous are not reasoning; those who are reasoning are not moral; those who are moral are not knowledgeable; those who are knowledgeable are not wise; those who are wise are God fearing, and those who are God fearing are seeking his mercy against any western temptation.

Jamiu Olanrewaju
World Of Free Wickedness

What a pity! The world of man becomes a perfect competitive market where iniquities and other social vices are being traded at no cost; it is also believed that if a God fearing person goes to this market for a trade, he would make no profit. BUT, WHAT ABOUT THE DAY OF ACCOUNTABILITY?

Jamiu Olanrewaju
You Decide, But God Determines

Well, a FARMER might be able to sweep and cultivate his Arable land for the planting of COCOA; a TRADER might be able to increase its price in the market owning to its high demand, however for it to germinate and ripe lie in the hand of the IS IS WHY I SAY YOU DECIDE WHAT YOU WILL BECOME IN LIFE, BUT GOD DETERMINES IT

Jamiu Olanrewaju